OUR ROVING CAMERAMAN

The aboriginal people in this State are scattered over a wide area, so far apart that many of them may never meet, but the magic camera can bring to us intimate glimpses of these people and enable us to become better acquainted with each other.

If you have photos at home, similar to those you see published in *Dawn*, send them along and thus add to, and maintain, the interest in your fellow men and women.

A couple of handy fellows to have around the woodheap, Jack Williams and Bill Green.

Albert Robinson and August Torrens are two tough men to meet on the football field.

The Cameraman found young William Newman of Karuah out among the tall timbers.

There's music in the air when Robert Reid of Condobolin practices on the school accordion.

This smart young fellow is Neville Williams of Tabulam.

Another shuttlecock player. This time Jim Newman of Condobolin.